
Your group visits
the exterior of a

Dream Child's home
to plant flowers

and do some
landscaping,

put up signs of
encouragement or
birthday greetings,

drop off birthday
gifts, etc.

We welcome new ideas!
Can your specific business or group
host something unique to you, such

as a yoga class, spa day, or art
lesson? If you can dream it up,

please share it with our team to see
if it's a good fit for our Dream

children!

Program Ideas
Messages of Hope

Create inspirational and colorful cards for
Dream Children who are in the hospital

or homebound. 

Care Packages
Create small care boxes or bags for Dream

Children, siblings, or their parents. We would
like to have these on-hand and ready to drop

off to children/families undergoing
treatments or otherwise in need.

Deliver a Dream
These are

celebrations that
can include cake,

gifts, balloons,
and anything
else to give a

child a special
memory that will

last a lifetime! 

Collect  Goodies
We have a constant need for gift cards

and other gift items for our children, and
for auction/raffle items and other

fundraisers.

Deliver care
packages from

the above list to
children and

their families to
bring them joy!

Volunteer Lead 
Coordinate other volunteers and logistics

at a community event that benefits
Children's Dream Fund.

Beautification or Birthday Project

Care Deliveries



Program Ideas
Messages of Hope - Get a group together to create inspirational cards for Dream
Children who are in the hospital, homebound, or celebrating a dream delivery.
Think messages like, "You are our superhero!" or "You've got this! You are so
strong!" etc.

Beautification or Birthday Project - Your group visits the exterior of a Dream
Child's home where you could plant flowers and do some landscaping, put up
signs of encouragement or birthday greetings, drop off birthday gifts, etc. Can vary
based on needs and locations of families.

Volunteer Lead - Coordinate other volunteers and logistics at a community event
or project that benefits Children's Dream Fund. Includes event prep and
communication.

Collect Goodies - We have a constant need for gift cards and other gift items for
our children and for auction/raffle items and other giveaways. Often times, just
going door to door to local businesses is a great way to acquire donations. We will
provide you with our nonprofit paperwork and marketing materials, you just bring
your smile and joyful attitude!

Care Packages - Sponsor or create small care packets for dream children. These
packages are often needed with very little notice, so It is helpful for us to have
these filled and ready to drop off to children/familes undergoing treatments or
otherwise in need.

Deliver a Dream- A dream coming true is a milestone for a child, so every child who
receives a dream also receives a dream delivery celebration! The details will vary
because they are based on the dream and are uniquely tailored to each child.  They
always include gifts, their favorite cake, balloons, and lots of joy! It is ALL about the
dream child!  If you're interested in this option, we can discuss in more detail. 

Care Deliveries - Deliver care packages and messages of hope to children and their
families in the hospital to bring them some sunshine!


